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[image: ] Total eclipse: The sun and moon put on a 'thrilling' show Monday
[image: ]Elly De La Cruz provides a reminder as the Reds beat the Brewers
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[image: ] Tejay Antone's upcoming elbow surgery is a part of unfortunate trend 
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[image: ] 1 dead, 1 under arrest in Avondale shooting 
[image: ] 'Like a toenail.' Milford elementary students watch Monday's eclipse 
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[image: ] Landsman's support of border policies has hurt people of Cincinnati Bill Laverty 
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Watch Elly De La Cruz's inside-the-park homer 1 dead, 1 under arrest in Avondale shooting Tejay Antone's upcoming elbow surgery is a part of unfortunate trend 'Like a toenail.' Milford elementary students watch Monday's eclipse Did I hurt my eyes looking at the eclipse? Here are the symptoms
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